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Abstract. Although cloud computing technology gets increasingly
sophisticated, a resource allocation method still has to be proposed that
allows providers to take into consideration the preferences of their customers.
The existing engineering-based and economics-based resource allocation
methods do not take into account jointly the different objectives that
engineers and marketing employees of a cloud provider company follow.
This article addresses this issue by presenting the system architecture and, in
particular, the business-preference-based scheduling algorithm that
integrates the engineering aspects of resource allocation with the economics
aspects of resource allocation. To show the workings of the new businesspreference-based scheduling algorithm, which integrates a yield
management method and a priority-based scheduling method, a simulation
has been performed. The results obtained are compared with results from the
First-Come-First-Serve scheduling algorithm. The comparison shows that
the proposed scheduling algorithm achieves higher revenue than the
engineering-based scheduling algorithm.
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Resource Allocation, FCFS, Yield
Management, Scheduling, Pricing, Economics-Based Resource Allocation,
System Architecture.
JEL Classification Numbers: C61, C63, D24, D81, L86, M15.
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1. Introduction
Cloud computing, which has become the infrastructure for ICT services, is even on its
way to become a household utility, for which the processes of using cloud services and
making payments are similar to other household utilities (e.g., water, electricity) [1] [2].
As for any household utilities, cost is most important. This fact makes an efficient
resource allocation vital for cloud service providers (CSP).
Although many aspects of resource allocation have already been discussed in the
literature [3], resource allocation for cloud computing still allows new possibilities [1]
[4] [5] [6], such as cloud service pricing strategies and scheduling algorithms [7] [8].
In detail, looking at existing research on resource allocation, a partition into two
types of methods can be observed: (a) engineering-based resource allocation methods,
which consider utilization, response time, and throughput for allocating CPU, memory,
and storage [9] [10] [11]; and (b) economics-based resource allocation methods, which
consider profit, revenue, and cost for allocating resources [12] [13] [14]. Up to now,
these two types of methods are not combined or integrated yet. This is the case despite
the fact that CSPs aim at maximizing their profit, which can be achieved by considering
the market demand and the cost of the engineering system used. Therefore, CSPs need
to consider simultaneously the engineering aspects and the economics aspects of
resource allocation [15].
Therefore, the objective of this article is to outline a system architecture that allows
a CSP to integrate economics aspects of resource allocation with engineering aspects of
resource allocation. The research questions, which can be derived from this objective,
are: How does the system architecture look that can integrate economics aspects of
resource allocation with engineering aspects of resource allocation? How does an
integrating resource allocation method operate, combining an economics-based
resource allocation method and an engineering-based resource allocation method?
What is the performance of this integrated scheduling algorithm (i.e., businesspreference-based scheduling algorithm)?
To answer these research questions, we conduct the following steps: First, based on
a solid literature research on system architectures and resource allocation methods, we
propose a cloud computing resource allocation architecture that integrates economicsbased resource allocation and engineering-based resource allocation. Second, using this
architecture, the integrating scheduling algorithm, which is called business-preferencebased scheduling, is designed. Third, for showing the workings of the proposed
architecture, one scenario with two demand-depending cases are simulated and
analyzed. The first case represents normal demand for computing resources and the
second case represents high demand for computing resources. The simulation results
show that the performance of the business-preference-based scheduling algorithm is
better than a FCFS scheduling algorithm with respect to the CSP revenue generated.
The contribution of this article is a new resource allocation architecture, which
enables the integration of economics-based resource allocation and engineering-based
resource allocation. This integration of these two types of resource allocation methods
is missing in existing system architectures [15]. The core of the architecture is the
business-preference-based scheduling algorithm, which allows expressing CSP
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business strategy parameters by adjusting the ready queue of the tasks. It combines
yield management and priority-based scheduling.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section, an overview
of related work on resource allocation is given. Section 3 introduces the proposed
system architecture with a focus on the business-preference-based scheduling algorithm.
The application of the architecture is evaluated through simulations in Section 4.
Section 5 concludes the paper with a discussion.
2. Background
2.1. Cloud Computing Resource Allocation
Resource allocation methods can be divided into two types: economics-based methods
and engineering-based methods [15]. To determine the intersection of both resource
allocation methods (Figure 1), relevant articles have been reviewed in the following
paragraphs.
Engineering-based methods allocate resources based on task parameters (e.g., time
of arrival, length of task, importance of task) and system objectives (e.g., maximization
of throughput). The classical algorithms of this type are: First-Come-First-Serve
(FCFS), Shortest-Job-First (SJF), Priority Scheduling (PS), and Round-Robin (RR) [16]
[17]. In the last decade, each of these methods has been modified and enhanced. For
example, RR was improved to use the optimal time quantum [9] [18] [19]. PS and SJF
Scheduling have been adapted for cloud-based software systems [20]. CloudSim-based
simulations of a generalized priority scheduler, which sets priorities not only for tasks
but also VMs, showed good results with respect to execution times [21]. These
algorithms, which focus only on engineering aspects, require technical skills but do not
require an understanding of the interaction of the provider with the customer [22].

Figure 1. Classification of resource allocation methods into engineering-based
methods and economics-based methods.
Economics-based resource allocation methods distribute cloud resources to users
according to their preferences by using pricing [16] [17] [18] [19] [23]. These methods
can further be subdivided into fixed-price methods and dynamic-price methods. The
5

fixed-price methods are implemented by major CSPs [24] [25] [26]. An example of the
fixed-price method is the pay-per-use method, which assigns a fixed price to each
resource. In [27], the authors consider the pay-per-use method, to propose a set of
policies that allocate VMs according to the QoS purchased by the user. The article
discusses cloud resources as a virtual pool of the physical infrastructure without giving
detailed resource specifications. Another example of fixed-price methods is the
subscription method, under which any number of cloud resources can be used for a
fixed price for a certain period of time. With respect to the dynamic-price methods, AlRoomi et al. used dynamic pricing to allow CSPs or users to change the price
depending on pertinent factors [26]. Auctions and yield management are dynamic-price
methods [28]. An example of a sealed-bid uniform price auction is Amazon EC2’s spot
instance. However, these economics-based methods do not consider any engineering
aspects.
2.2. Yield Management
Yield management, as an example of a dynamic-price method, takes into account
demand, prices, and resource availability [29]. It implements basic principles of supply
and demand economics in a way to generate incremental revenues [15]. Yield
management, which has been applied in the airline industry, helps to sell resources to
the consumer at a specific time at the highest possible price [30]. The possibility of
using yield management in computing grids has been studied in detail [30] [31] [32],
outlining the requirements for applying yield management to computing grids and
showed how the tools based on yield management could be executed. In our previous
work [15], yield management has been applied as one of the resource allocation
algorithms within a CSP business support framework. However, all yield management
applications did not specify the engineering details for mapping yield management
allocations efficiently onto ICT resources.
2.3. Demand Estimation
An issue in resource allocation is demand forecasting. Studies of the Internet and media
workloads indicate that customer demand is highly variable (i.e., the peak-to-mean ratio
is an order of magnitude or more), and it is not economical to overprovision the system
using peak demands [33] [34]. Gmach, who has illustrated the peak-to-mean behavior
for 139 enterprise application workloads [35], showed that an understanding of
enterprise workloads burstiness could help choosing the right tradeoff between quality
of service and the resource pool capacity requirements. The ability to plan and operate
in the most cost-efficient way is a critical competitive advantage [35]. For this article,
we consider historical data to estimate the demand.
3. Techno-Economic System Architecture
3.1. Proposed System Architecture
The system architecture (Figure 2), which we propose for integrating an engineeringbased resource allocation method and an economic-based resource allocation method
(Figure 1), comprises the following two stakeholders and three modules:
6

User: The user (customer), who is one of the two stakeholders, negotiates with the
cloud service provider about the service level agreement (SLA) on cloud resources
needed to execute an application.
Cloud Service Provider (CSP): This stakeholder interacts with the user (customer), in
order to negotiate a service level agreement (SLA) that meets the users’ needs and the
provider’s economic objective (e.g., profit maximization, revenue maximization, or
social welfare maximization). The SLA determines the resources (e.g., VM) that the
user can access and the pricing plan associated with the resources.
Pricing Module: The pricing module allows specifying and applying different pricing
plans that the CSP might want to offer in the market to attract customers. Yieldmanagement-based pricing plan is an example of such a pricing plan.
Resource Allocation Integration Module: This module admits tasks and sets the
order of tasks (i.e., VMs) in the ready queue, using information about VM prices paid
by users and about the engineering-based resource allocation method used by the
scheduler.
Scheduler: With the help of this module, tasks from the ready queue are allocated to
the hardware (e.g., CPU). The scheduler can be implemented with any engineeringbased resource allocation method. The ready queue is an ordered list of tasks (i.e., VMs)
that are ready to be executed through the hardware.

Figure 2. Proposed techno-economic system architecture for integrating
engineering-based and economics-based resource allocation methods.
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3.2. Resource Allocation Process between User and Cloud Service Provider
The resource allocation process from a user’s first request about cloud resource
availability to the execution of the VM on a hardware within the proposed system
architecture can be described in ten steps (Figure 2): (1) The user sends a request for
VM prices to the CSP; (2) The CSP calculates the VM price with the pricing module,
which also considers the status of the ready queue. The pricing module can run
different economics-based resource allocation methods, depending on CSP’s business
strategy; (3) The ready queue status is obtained from the resource allocation integration
module; (4) The CSP communicates the VM price (as part of a SLA) to the user; (5) If
the user agrees to the price (SLA), the user makes a purchase request to the CSP; (6) If
the CSP acknowledges the request, the SLA is established [36] [37]; (7) The user
submits a task (VM) to the CSP; (8) The CSP informs the resource allocation
integration module about the established SLA, the user profile information (e.g.,
customer status, demand history), and the task; (9) The information from the scheduler
about the engineering-based resource allocation method used and the status of the
queue is requested from the scheduler by the resource allocation integration module.
(10) Based on the information from the scheduler and the CSP, the resource allocation
integration module calculates the position of the task in the ready queue. Then, it enlists
the VM in the ready queue. Continuously, the scheduler picks the VM from the top of
the queue and allocates the VM to the hardware.
3.3. Comparison with Existing System Architectures
The novelty of the proposed system architecture is the resource allocation integration
module, which is situated between the engineering-based resource allocation and the
economics-based resource allocation of the CSP. This module takes into consideration
business aspects of the CSP (e.g., pricing and user profile) as well as the engineering
requirements (e.g., engineering-based resource allocation) coming from managing the
cloud infrastructure. It also forwards information about the ready queue to the pricing
module, such that the pricing module can calculate the optimal pricing plan.
To show the novelty of the proposed system architecture, it is compared with four
existing system architectures that have been identified in the literature. All system
architectures have been classified according to four criteria, namely type of system
architecture, resource allocation method used, stakeholder interactions, and objective.
The results of the classification are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 depicts that the resource allocation methods used and the objectives for the
design of the system architectures vary widely.
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Table 1. Comparison of existing system architectures with the proposed system
architecture.
Type of
System
Architecture

Resource
Allocation
Method

Literature
Reference

Stakeholder
Interactions

Objective of System
Architecture

Marketplace

Different Types
of Auctions

Wang et al.
[33]

User to
Provider-Business

Identification of Auction
Implementation Issues

Marketplace

Combinatorial
Double Auction

Samimi et al.
[25]

User to
Provider-Business

Feasibility Study

Middleware

Business
Analytics
Algorithms

Altmann et
al. [23]

Provider-Scheduling
to Provider-Business

Price Setting
Considering Scheduling

Middleware

QoS Negotiation
Platform

Buyya et al.
[13]

User to
Provider-Business

Combining MarketBased Objectives and
Computing

Middleware

BusinessPreferenceBased
Scheduling

This Article

User to
Provider-Business to
Provider-Scheduling

Scheduling that
Considers Business
Preferences

With respect to the type of system architectures, however, two types can be
distinguished. The first type designs marketplaces for users and CSPs, to negotiate the
price of services [38] [28]. The second type provides middleware, in which the
economics-engineering functions are integrated [14] [22].
With respect to stakeholder interactions, all system architectures address the
interaction between users and provider businesses [14] [22] [38] [28], focusing on
assisting CSPs in setting prices. One middleware architecture also focuses on
information forwarding from engineering-based scheduling to provider business [22].
Only the proposed system architecture also considers stakeholder interaction to
provider scheduling.
Based on this comparison between the existing architecture and the proposed
system architecture, it can be stated that the proposed system architecture represents the
first step towards the development of a system architecture for optimizing scheduling
based on business preferences. It interconnects the business aspects with engineering
aspects.
4. Architecture Validation
4.1. Simulation Scenario
In order to demonstrate through simulations the workings of the proposed system
architecture and, in particular, the business-preference-based scheduling, a scenario is
assumed that considers two types of users with different preferences. Having different
preferences makes the scenario applicable for economics-based resource allocation. In
detail, the scenario considers a CSP, who offers two classes of services, namely, a
premium service and a standard service. Users, who accept some delays in their task
9

executions, can buy standard services (low-priced services), while users, who expect to
experience no delay in any of their task executions, purchase premium services (highpriced services). If the aggregated demand of both types of users for resources is low
(i.e., below the capacity of the executing hardware), both types of users get the same
amount of resources for their tasks. If the aggregated demand for resources increases
beyond the capacity, premium users get priority for obtaining resources, and standard
users have to wait for tasks of premium users to finish. Therefore, standard users might
experience delays or rejections of their task submissions.
To simplify the scenario, a few assumptions are made: Each task (i.e., VM) requires
the same amount of resources; The hardware capacity handles up to 100 VMs/hour
without quality degradation (i.e., the ready queue length is limited to 100 VMs/hour). If
the number of VMs per hour exceeds 100VM/hour, quality degradation is experienced
by users; The actual demand per hour is generated through two normal distributions.
To understand how the proposed system architecture operates at different levels of
demand, two cases are distinguished: (a) the normal demand case, in which the number
of VMs per hour is the sum of the draw from a normal distribution with a mean of
70 VM/hour (premium users) and from a normal distribution with a mean of
30 VM/hour (standard users); (b) the high demand case, in which the number of VMs
per hour is the sum of the draw from a normal distribution with a mean of 80 VM/hour
(premium users) and the draw from a normal distribution with a mean of 40 VM/hour
(standard users). Figure 3 shows the VM demand in both cases for 60 time periods. For
the normal demand case, the demand is above the hardware capacity (i.e., 100 VM/hour)
in 27 time periods only. For the high demand case, all time periods but one are above
the hardware capacity.

(b)

(a)

Figure 3. Generated VM demand of premium users and standard users for the
two cases: (a) the normal demand case; (b) the high demand case.
The VM allocation integration technique, which is applied to the ready queue, is
called expected marginal seat revenue (EMSR) and has been developed by Belobaba
[39]. The probability density function Fi( ) for the number of service requests di in each
service class i (i.e., i = 1 (premium service) or i = 2 (standard service)) is determined by
using historical data. The EMSR takes the form of Equation 1, where Fi( ) is the
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cumulative distribution function for the total number of VM requests Ci in service class
. C1 indicates the number of VM requests for service class 1 that will be accepted (i.e.,
C1 ready queue slots are allocated to service class 1). The number of ready queue slots
C2 allocated to service class 2 is the maximum ready queue length C minus C1.
1
Using Equation 1, the aim is to determine the optimal number of ready queue slots
that should be allocated to the two service classes, such that the total revenue is
maximized. In other words, the protection level (PL) for the premium services must be
determined, as the booking limit (BL) for the standard services is calculated as BL = C
- PL. The protection level for the premium services is the maximum value of C1 that
satisfies the condition:
2

∗ 1

The variables A and B represent the full price and the discounted price, respectively.
In this scenario, the CSP charges a full price of A = 0.05$/h and a discounted price of
B = 0.01$/h. Based on these prices, the generated demand data (Figure 3), and
Equation 2, PL and BL are calculated. For allocating the resources, the new businesspreference-based scheduling algorithm is used:
Step1:

Step2:
Step3:
Step4:
Step5:

Step6:

Step7:

Based on price A, price B, and the cumulative
probability functions for both VM classes, the
protection level PL and the booking limit BL are
calculated;
d1(t) = 0; d2(t) = 0; C(t) = 0;
WAIT for VM service request from user;
IF (C(t) ≤ d1(t) + d2(t)) THEN {
reject request /* ready queue is full;
GOTO Step3}
IF (VM request is from the standard service
class && d2(t) < BL) THEN {
add VM request to ready queue at time t;
d2(t) = d2(t) + 1;
GOTO Step3}
If (VM request is from the premium service class
&& d1(t) < PL) THEN {
add VM request to ready queue at time t;
d1(t) = d1(t) + 1}
GOTO Step3;

4.2. Simulation Results
The total simulation time covers 5 days, which is split up into 60 time periods,
representing one hour time slots. For demonstrating the effectiveness of the businesspreference-based scheduling algorithm, the revenue generated through the algorithm
during the 60 time periods was calculated and compared with the revenue of a FCFS
scheduling algorithm (Figure 4). Based on the results of the comparison, it can be stated
that the proposed algorithm generates more revenue than the FCFS algorithm. With
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respect to the normal demand case, the proposed algorithm generates revenue equal to
$497, while the FCFS algorithm achieves revenue of $494. The difference of $3 in
revenue represents only a 0.74% increase in revenue. With respect to the high demand
case, however, a more significant improvement in revenue is achieved. The proposed
business-preference-based scheduling achieves revenue of $534, compared to revenue
of $502 for the FCFS algorithm. This corresponds to an improvement of 6.4%.
Consequently, it can be stated that the proposed business-preference-based
algorithm can optimize resource allocation based on the business strategy of a CSP.
Moreover, it can be stated that the idea of interconnecting engineering-based resource
allocation with the economics-based resource allocation is viable.

(b)

(a)

Figure 4. Revenue of the business-preference-based scheduling algorithm
compared with the revenue of the FCFS scheduling algorithm for (a) the normal
demand case and (b) the high demand case.
5. Conclusion
Although cloud computing has established itself as a beneficial technology, economicsbased resource allocation, and engineering-based resource allocation are still separated.
To address this source of inefficiency, this article proposes a system architecture for
cloud computing that allows integrating economics aspects and engineering aspects in
resource allocation. The integration of economics-based resource allocation and
engineering-based resource allocation allows optimization at different levels.
The central module of the system architecture is the resource allocation integration
module, which translates different pricing schemes (i.e., economics-based resource
allocation method) into engineering-based scheduling by manipulating the ready queue.
The module, which uses yield management as the economics-based resource allocation
method, considers historical data to calculate the optimal protection level for deciding
on the admittance of tasks to the ready queue. We name this scheduling algorithm as
business-preference-based scheduling algorithm.
Our simulation results of the business-preference-based scheduling show that the
proposed architecture generates higher revenue compared with a FCFS scheduling
algorithm. This is very positive, as the current simulation considers only static pricing
strategy with two price classes.
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Our future work aims at extending this research, so that more complicated cases
with a greater applicability in the real world can be modeled and assessed.
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